An Interpretable Algorithm on Post-injury Health Service Utilization Patterns to Predict Injury Outcomes.
Purpose Post-injury health service utilization (HSU) contributes to injury outcomes, but limited studies investigated their relationship. This study aims to group injured patients in transport accidents based on minimal historical information of their HSU so that the groups are meaningfully associated with the outcome of interest. Methods The data include 20,692 injured patients who had compensation claims over 3 years. We propose a hybrid approach, combining unsupervised and supervised machine learning methods. Based on the first week post-injury data, we identify a proper clustering of patients best associated with total cost to recovery, as well as the discovery of HSU patterns. This allows developing models to accurately predict the outcome of interest using the discovered patterns. Furthermore, we propose to use decision tree classifiers to accurately classify future patients into the discovered clusters using their first week post-injury information. Results Our hybrid approach has identified eight patient groups. The compactness of the resulted clusters, assessed by Average Silhouette Width metric, is 0.71 indicating well-defined clusters. The resulted patient groups are highly predictive of injury outcomes. They improve the cost predictability more than twice in comparison with predictors such as gender, age and injury type. These groups also have substantial association with patients' recovery. The transparency and interpretability of decision trees allow integrating the resulting classification rules conveniently in operational processes. Conclusions This study provides a framework to discover knowledge and useful insights for health service providers and policy makers to control injury outcomes, and consequently to reduce the severity of transport accidents.